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EDITED BY KENNETH 0. MAY 
The purpose of this department is to give sufficient infor- 
mation about the subject matter of each publication to enable 
readers to decide whether to read it. The indexing terms (in 
boldface capitals) refer only to aspects of the publication of 
interest to historians of mathematics, including some topics in 
general history of science and historiography, but not other 
topics unless there is a fairly close link with mathematics or 
its history. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, correc- 
tions, additions, and notices of publications that have been 
overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic infortna- 
tion. We need volunteers willing to cover one or more journals 
for this department. 
MR 46 #3255 means that the item is numbered 3255 in volume 
46 of Mathematical Reviews. RZ 1973 #3A14 means that the item 
is numbered 3A14 in the third number of the 1973 volume of the 
Referativny Zhurnal. Z 50 4 means volume 50, page 4 of the 
Zentralblatt. 
The department is composed on the University of Toronto 
Computer text editing system (ATS/360), which allows easy 
correction, permanent availability for computer processing, 
right justification or variations in format of printout, and 
above all the quick automatic production of subject and author 
indices. 
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries 
are given serial numbers which appear at the end following the 
symbol #, and names are given surname first. 
A name in parentheses at the end of an entry indicates 
the abstractor. Other entries are by the editor. 
Among the most notable new publications listed below are 
Constance Reid’s biography of Richard Courant (#l), the history 
of graph theory by Norman L Biggs et. al. (#2), Gaffney and 
Steen’s bibliography of expository writings in mathematics (#4), 
Hoffmann’s edition of Leibniz’ mathematical correspondence (#24), 
Knobloch’s edition of the Leibniz manuscript on arithmetic and 
algebra (#25), and the third (subject index) volume of Magda 
Whitrow’s great ISIS Cumulative Bibliography (#58). 
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REID CONSTANCE 1976 Courant in Gbttingen and New York. The Story of an Improbable 
Mathematician. New York (Springer-Verlag) 314 p + 36 PHOTOGRAPIIS. GOTTINGEN. 
U.S.A. FASCISM. APPLIED LlATHEMATICS. SOCIOLOGY OF MATIIEMATICS. An anecdotal 
scientific and personal biography of COIlRANT RICHARD (1888-1972) based on interviews 
and documents. Fascinating information on Courant and many others, well indexed. 
Most often mentioned: ARTIN E. BIRKHOFF G D. BOHR II. BORN M. FLANDERS D. 
FLEXNER A. FRANCK J. FRIEDRICHS K 0. HASSE II. IIILBERT D. KLEIN F. LANDAU E. 
LENY H. MINKOWSKI Il. NEUGEBAUER 0. RELLICH F. RUNGE C T. SIEGEL C L. STOKER J 
J. TOEPLITZ . WEAVER W. NEYL II. #l. 
BIGGS NOIWAN L 6 LLOYD E KEITH & WILSON ROBIN J 1976 Graph Theory 1736-1936. Oxford 
(Clarendon) 250 p. SOURCE BOOK (37 excerpts) and TEXTBOOK WITH HISTORICAL 
ORIENTATION of GRAPH THEORY arranged by topics (PATHS, CIRCUITS. TREES. CHEMICAL 
GRAPHS. EULER POLYHEDRAL FORMULA. FOUR COLOR PROBLEM. MAP COLORING PROBLEMS. 
FACTORIZATION OF GRAPHS.), many PORTRAITS (notably one of GUTHRIE FRANCIS, 
originator of the four color theorem), selected chronological BIBLIGGRAPIIY, brief 
BIOGRAPHIES, appendix on the history since 1936. #2. 
PASCH MGRITZ & DEHN MAX 1976 Moritz Pasch Vorlesune Uber die neuere Geometric. 
Zweite Auflage. mit einem Anhang blax Dehn Die Grundlegung der Geometrie in 
historische Entwicklung. Berlin (Springer-Verlag). 285 p. REPRINT of the second 
1926 edition (Springer Grundlehren series #23) which contained, in addition to the 
great Pasch classic on GEOMETRY FOUNDATIONS (1882 Teubner), a new foreword by Pasch 
and the 87 page historical appendix by Dehn. #3. 
GAFFNEY ~IA'ITHEW P F, STEEN LYNN ARTIIUR 1976 Annotated Bibliorrrauhv of Exnositorv 
Writing in the Mathematical Sciences. (Mathematical Association"of'America)' 293 p: 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. EXPOSITIONS. SURVEYS. POPIJLARIZATIONS. Classified (45 topics under 
7 main headings) and annotated (with commentary and indication of -level of 
difficulty). The full bibliographic descriptions are duplicated in a list arranged 
by author. U4. 
WALLIS PETER JOHN 1976 An Index of British Mathematicians, Part 2 1701-1760. 
University of Newcastle Upon Tyne (Project for Historical Biobibliography 105). 163 
P. BIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE. ENGLAND. SCOTLAND. IRELAND. CENTURY 18. A list of 
over 4000 mathematically related people. Part 1 has not yet appeared. #5. 
TARWATER J DALTON G WHITE JOHN T & MILLER JOHN D editors 1976 Men and Institutions 
in American Mathematics. Proceedings of the conference on the History of American 
Mathematics held at Texas Tech University 28-30 Play 1973. (Graduate Studies, Texas 
Tech University No. 13). Lubbock, Texas (Texas Tech Press). 136 p. USA. Program 
(p 133), list of participants (pp 135-136). The first of six conferences planned in 
Texas under the title American %athematical Heritage. The second was on Statistics 
and Probability at Southern Methodist llniversity 27-29 May 1974. The third on 
Algebra was at the University of Texas in El Paso in 1975. The remaining three on 
Topolow, Complex Analysis and Applied Mathematics are planned. Articles in this 
volume are abstracted below. #6. 
STONE MARSHALL H 1976 Men and institutions in American mathematics. In #6, 7-29. 
REMINISCENCES. USA. HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CIIICAGO UNIVERSITY. CENTURY 20. 
INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY. #7. 
STONE MARSHALL H 1976 International relations in mathematics. In #6, 31-39. 
REMINISCENCES. INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICAL UNION. INTERNATIONAL COEMISSION ON 
MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION. INSTITlJTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY. CDUCATION. #8. 
BIRKHOFF GARRETT 1976 The rise of modern algebra to 1936. In ff6, 41-63. The rise 
of modern algebra, 1936 to 1950. In #6, 65-85. REMINISCENCES. CENTURY 20. 
ALGEBRA. MODERN ALGEBRA. ABSTRACT ALGEBRA. ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY. NOETHER E. 
FOUNDATIONS. TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS. LATTICE THEORY. ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY. COMPUTERS. 
c9. 
BOCHNER SALOMON 1976 Mathematical Americana. In #6, 87-97. REMINISCENCES. USA. 
CENTURY 19. CENTURY 20. LINEAR ALGEBRA. DICKSON L. MORSE M. ALEXANDER J. 
RITTER E. ADRAIN R. Other individuals. #IO. 
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STRUIK DIRK J 1976 Mathematics in colonial and early republican America. In #6, 99- 
105. USA. AMERICAN COLONIAL MATHEMATICS. CENTURY 17. CENTURY 18. CENTURY 19. 
#ll. 
JONES PHILLIP S 1976 Some early American mathematicians. In #6, 107-110. USA. 
CENTURY 18. CENTURY 19. ?1INTO W. CROZEL C. SAFFORD T H. #12. 
EISELE CAROLYN 1976 The New Elements of ?lathematics by Charles S. Peirce. In #6, 
111-121. PEIRCE C S. #13. 
LEWIS ALBERT C 1976 George Bruce Halsted and the development of American 
mathematics. In #6, 123-129. HALSTED G B. #14. 
ROBINSON ROBERT IV 1976 A brief history of graphical enumeration. In ff6, 131. GRAPIIS 
ENUMERATION. #IS. 
BUNT LUCAS N H & JONES PHILLIP S 8 BEDIENT JACK D 1976 The Historical Roots of 
Elementary ?.!athematics. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. (Prentice-Hall). 311 p. HISTORY 
TEXTBOOKS. ELE?IEESI‘ARY MATHE"!ATICS. EGYPTIAN MATHE!.4ATICS. BABYLONIAN MATHEMATICS. 
GREEK MATHE!lATICS. NUMERATION. Topically organized, requires only high school 
mathematics, directed toward prospective teachers and the general reader. #16. 
ASH J M editor 1976 Studies in Harmonic Analysis. Studies in Nathematics 13. 
(Mathematical Association of America). 332 p. SURVEYS. UARMONIC ANALYSIS. 
ANTHOLOGIES. #17. (See #18) 
ZYGMUND ANTON1 1976 Notes on the history of Fourier series. In #17, 1-19. FOURIER 
SERIES. TRIGONOMETRIC SERIES. #18. 
GPATSIANSKA L :I 1968 Narisi z narodnoi matem'atiki ukraini. Kiev (Kiev University 
Press). 99 p. FOLK blATHE',L4TICS. PRIMITIVE :lATHEMATICS. UKRAINE. t19. 
IIONSBERGER ROSS 1976 hiathematical Gems II. Dolciani Mathematical Expositions No. 2. 
(Mathematical Association of America). 180 p. PROBLEMS. ESSAYS. POPIJLARIZATIONS. 
RECREATIONS. #20. 
MACKEY GEORGE IV The Theory of Unitary Group Representations. (University of Chicago 
Press). 382 p. GROUP REPRESENTATIONS. U1IITARY GROUP REPRESENTATIONS. Historical 
appendix (pp. 209-358). BIBLIOGRAPHY (pp. 359-372) supplementaing the author's 
extensive one in 1963 Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 69, 628-686. #21. 
DIAMOND CORA editor 1976 Wittgensetin's Lectures on the Foundations of Mathematics 
Cambridge, 1939. From the notes of R. G. Bosanquet, Norman Malcolm, Rush Rhees, 
Yorick Smythies. Ithaca, New York (Cornell University Press). 300 p. WITl.GENSTEIN 
L. MANUSCRIPTS. FOUNDATIONS. PHILOSOPHY OF 'iATHEMATICS. #22. 
tlAILPERIN TIIEODORE 1976 Boole's Logic and Probability. A Critical Exposition from 
the Standpoint of Contemporary Algebra, Logic and Probability Theory. Amsterdam 
(North-Holland). 255~. BOOLE G. LOGIC. PROBABILITY. No history, but a modern 
analysis of his ideas. #23. 
HOFF:IANN J E editor 1976 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Mathematischer 
naturwissenschaftlicher und technischer Briefwechsel, herausgegeben von dem Leibniz- 
Archiv der Niedersrchsischen Landesbibliothek Hannover. Erster Band 1672-1676. 
Berlin, GDR (Akademie-Verlag). 937 p. (S'dmtliche Schriften und Briefe, 
herausgegeben von der Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR. Dritte Reihe, Erster 
Band). LEIBNIZ G W. LETTERS. MANUSCRIPTS. OLDENBERG II is the most frequent among 
27 correspondents on mathematics in this volume, which is completed by numerous 
indexes and supplementary lists, including a separate pamphlet giving an index of 
his correspondents in all subjects 1663-1676. Most frequently mentioned in these 
letters are: BARROW I. CARDANO G. COLLINS J. DESCARTES R. GREGORY J. HUYGENS C. 
?1ERCATOR N. NEhTON I. OLDENBERG II. PEEL J. SCHOOTEN F. TSCHIRNHAUS E W. VIETE 
F. WALLIS J. #24. 
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LEIBNIZ G W 6 KNOBLOCI BBERIIARD editor and translator 1976 Ein Dialog zur Einfllhrung 
in die Arithmetik und Algebra, nach der Originalhandschrift herausgegeben, Ubersetzt 
und kommentiert von Eberhard Knobloch. Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt (Frommann-Holzboog). 
208 p. LEIRNIZ G W. !fANUSCRIPTS. ARITHMETIC. ALGERRA. FOUNDATIONS. The 
original Latin and German translation are given on facing pages with extensive notes 
and (pp. 177 ff.) commentary, historical and content analysis, and index, #25. 
KNOWLSON JAkIES 1975 Universal Language Schemes in England and France 1600-1800. 
Toronto (University of Toronto Press). 313 p, LINGUISTICS. UNIVERSAL LANGUAGES. 
BIBLICCRAPIIY. Appendices include a CIIRONOLOGY of 66 schemes 1627-1808. Many points 
of contact with mathematics and mathematicians, e.g. LEIBNIZ G W. DESCARTES R. 
)IERSENNE M. Indicates that these schemes were not chance events but part of a broad 
current of ideas. #26. 
PRUDNIKOV V E 1976 Pafnutii Lvovich Chebyshev 1821-1894. Leningrad (Nauka). 280 p. 
Biography of CIIEBYSHEV P L with summary of his mathematical, administrative, and 
professional work. Chapters on his relation to KOVALEVSKII S V, his LETTERS, 
personal life, work in the RUSSIAN ACADEMY, with many PHOTOGRAPHS, a CHRONOLOGY, 
lists of documents and diplomas, BIBLIOGRAPHY of secondary sources, #27. 
COLEMAN A J 2 EDWARDS C D & BELTZNER I; P 1975 !.lathematical Sciences in Canada. 
(Preliminary edition. Science Council of Canada Background Study No. 38). Ottawa, 
Canada (Science Council of Canada, 150 Kent, Ottawa KlP SP4). 290 p. CANADA. 
SOCIOLOGY OF MhTHEM4TICS. I.!ATIlE~IATICS POLICY. CURRENT !:ISTORY. (Also being 
distributed as hlaterialien zur Analyse der Berufspraxis des llathematiker No. 18, 
1976). #28. 
HALL A RUPERT :, TILLING LAURA editors 1976 The Correspondence of Isaac Newton. 
Volume VI, 1713-1718. Published for the Royal Society. (Cambridge University 
rress) . 537 p. NEWI'ON I. LETTERS. !~RINUSCRIPTS. CALCULUS. Well annotated and 
indexed with 17 page introduction. Correspondents include: BERNOULLIS. LEIBNIZ G 
W. CONTI A-S. COTES R. DE>IOIVRE A. TAYLOR B. lrluch material on the NEIVTON- 
LEIBNIZ CALCULUS DISPUTE (nice chart on p. xxviii). Latin is translated. #29. 
FkvG J 1976 The Illusory Infinite--A Theology of :lathematics. ilemphis, TN (Paideia 
Press). 351 p. CANTOR G. INFINITY. PARADOXES OF SET THEORY. PHILOSOPIIY OF 
MATHEMATICS. Number 11 in the series "Studies in the nature of modern mathematics" 
of this publisher that publishes only this author. Like previous volumes it is 
highly contentious and idiosyncratic philosophically, historically and 
mathematically (e.g. on p. 75 he asserts that one plus the product of all primes up 
to the prime p is 3 prime--the smallest counterexample is for p = 13, which yields 
30,031 = 59X509--and bases a long discussion on this supposed algorithm for 
generating an infinite sequence of primes (e.g. see p. 139). #30. 
SCOTI' J F 1976 The Scientific Work of Rene Descartes (1596-1650). With a foreword 
by TURNBULL 11 I\'. London (Taylor 2 Francis). 217 p. REPRINT of the first 1952 
edition. DESCARTES R. ANALYTIC GEO!lETRY. OPTICS. Chronological treatment of all 
his scientific work. #31. 
MEYER KARL 1974 Optische Lehre und Forschung im frtlhen 17. Jahrhundert, dargestellt 
vornehmlich an den Arbeiten des Joachim Jungius. Hamburg (Dissertation in 
Mathematics at the University of llamburg under supervision of Prof. Dr. Bernard 
Sticker). 696p. OPTICS, CENTURY 17. .JIINGIUS .JOACHI~l. KEPLER J. KANGRO H. 
ALHAZEN. ARISTOTLE. BACON F. MAUROLICO F. WITELO. BIBLIOGRAPHY. Detailed 
indexes and registers. #32. 
b!AIERU ALFONSO 1972 Terminologia logica della tarda scolastica. Rome (Edizio 
dell'Ateneo). 687 p. SCHOLASTIC LOGIC. :+iEDIEVAL LOGIC. LOGIC. TERMINOLOGY. 
Detailed discussion of highly selected terms. Indexes (63 p.) of authors, anonymous 
works, Latin tens. #33. 
KISCII BRlJNO 1975 Scales and Weights. A Historical Outline. New Haven-London (Yale 
University Press). 318 p. Third printing of 1965 original. METROLOGY. 
INSTRUMENTS. WEIGHING. UNITS OF ilEASUREhlENT. 8IBLIOGRAPHY. #34. 
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SAMUEL PIERRE editor & SCIIIFF D E VERLET L. & LAZARD DANIEL G DACUNHA-CASTELLE 
DIDIER 6 BRUTER C P. & VIGUE MICHELINE & HEYDEMANN MARIE CLAUDE & VERGNE MICHELE E 
BIZE ETIENNE & DUHAMEL C 6 HENRY J & DIEUDONNE J & LIEM MONIQUE NGUYEN THANH 1975? 
Mathematique, Mathematiciens et Societe. Paris (Publication mathematique d*Orsay, 
Nos. 86 74.16) Duplicated typescript. 114 p. Papers from a seminar at the 
UniversiF of Paris XI, U.E.R. Mathematique, Orsay. MATHEMATICS AND SOCIETY. 
SOCIOLOGY OF YATHEMATICS. EDUCATION. PURE AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS. WOMEN, 
FASHION. PSYCHOLOGY OF MATHEWTICS. ELITISM. MATHEMATICS POLICY. CLASSIFICATION 
OF MATHEMATICS. (Author’s address: Univ. of Paris Sud, Centre d’orsay, Eatiment 
425, 91405 Orsay, France). #35. 
GAUTHIER WON 1976 Fondements des mathematiques. Introduction a une philosophie 
constructiviste. ?lontreal (Les Presses de I’Universite de Montreal). 460 p. 
PIIII.OSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. FOUNDATIONS. INTUITIONISM. CONSTRUCTIVISM. SET 
THEORY. CATEGORY THEORY. NUMBER THEORY. LOGIC. STRUCTURALISM. BOURBAKI . 
LINGUISTICS. Part 1 is an exposition of the author’s present views: Part 2 REPRINTS 
various of his papers. Understandable only to those already familiar with the 
material. #36. 
DHOMBRES JEAN 1976 Etude epistemologique et historique des idees de nombre de mesure 
et de continu. Tome 1 (L’analyse). Nanta iremica 3. Nante (U.E.R. de 
Mathematiques) . Duplicated typescript. 236 p, HISTORY TEXTBOOKS. NUMERATION. 
NUMBER CONCEPT. REAL NUMBERS. TRANSFINITE NUMBERS. CHINESE MATHEMATICS (a 
chapter on “parallel” developments in China), BIBLIOGRAPHY. A preliminary edition 
by the directeur of the I.R.E.M. de Nantes, now on a two year tour of duty as 
“scientific counsellor” at the French Embassy in Canada, designed to meet the 
requirement of a humanist component in the science curriculum (demanded by students 
in the 1968 protests). Based on primary sources and to be accompanied by a source 
book of 17 documents. $37. 
FRASER J T G LAWRENCE N editors 1975 The Study of Time 2. Proceedings of the Second 
Conference of the International Society for the Study of TIBIE. Lake Yamanaka, Japan. 
New York (Springer-Verlag). 492 p. -List of partiiipants on pp. 485-6. The first 
president of the Society was J D Whitrow. !lany fine illustrations. Historical 
articles are abstracted separately below. #38. 
ARIO’ITI P E 1975 The concept of time in western antiquity. In #38, 69-80. TIME. 
ANCIENT WTHEhlATICS. ARISTOTLE. #39. 
DAUER D IV 1975 NIETZSCHE and the concept of TI)IE. In #38, 81-97. #4D. 
MAYS W 1975 Temporality and TI!1E in IIEGEL and ?IAP.X. In #38, 98-113. #41. 
VOISE IV 1975 On historical TIME in the works of LEIBNIZ. In #38, 114-121. #42. 
FRASER J T 1975 Clockmaking--the most general trade. In #38, 365-366. CIIRONOMLTRY. 
ANCIENT CLOCKS. #43. 
PRICE, II DE SOLLA 1975 Clockwork before the clock and timekeepers before 
timekeeping. In #38, 367-380. CHRONOMETRY. ANCIENT CLOCKS. t44. 
NORTH J D 1975 Monasticism and the first mechanical clocks. In #38, 381-398. 
CHRONO$!ETRY. MEDIEVAL CLOCKS. #45. 
HABER F C 1975 The cathedral clock and the cosmological clock metaphor. In #38, 
399-416. CIIRONOMETRY. MEDIEVAL CLOCKS. #46. 
ATWOOD S G 1975 The development of the pendulum as a device for regulating clocks 
prior to the 18th century. In #38, 417-450. CHRONOMETRY. PENDULUEI. #47. 
BEDINI S t 1975 Oriental concepts of the measure of time. In #38, 451-484. 
CHRONOMETRY. FEDIEVAL CLOCKS. RENAISSANCE CLOCKS. #48. 
KETHER KENNETH LAINE F, COOK JAVES EDWARD editors 1975 Charles Sanders Peirce: 
Contributions to The Nation. Part one: 1869-1893. Graduate Studies Texas Tech 
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University No. 10. Lubbock, Texas (Texas Tech Press). 208 p. REPRINTS of reviews, 
notes, LETTERS by PEIRCE C S and others, many on mathematical topics. #49. 
KAPLAN J G STRAUSS A 1976 Dynamical systems: Birkhoff and Smale. Mathematics 
Teacher 69, 495-501. BIRKHOFF G D. SMALE STEPHEN. Examples of their work on 
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS. #SO. (J K Bidwell) 
GRAHAM J 1976 President Garfield and the PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM. Mathematics Teacher 
69, 686-687. The proof of GARFIELD JAMES. Some biography. #51. (J K Bidwell) 
WALBESSER II II 1976 ALGORITIIMS and the bicentennial. >iathematics Teacher 69, 414- 
418. EDUCATION. USA. Uisplayed in four TEXTBOOKS of 1788, 1831, 1904, 1970. #52. 
(J K Bidwell) 
SPAULDING R E 1976 Sam Loyd America's greatest puzzler. Mathematics Teacher 69, 
201-211, 245-246, 631-632. CENTURY 19. RECREATIONS. 20 selected PUZZLES of LOYD 
SAM with solutions. k53. (J K Bidwell) 
FRISINGER Ii II 1976 Mathematics and our founding fathers. Mathematics Teacher 69, 
301-307. USA. FRANKLIN B. MAGIC SQUARES. JEFFERSON T. Decimal METROLOGY. 
METRIC SYSTEM. WASHINGTON G. ADAMS J. BIBLIOGRAPHY. #54. (J K Bidwell) 
READ C B G BIDWELL J K 1976 Selected articles dealing with history of elementary 
mathematics. School Sci & Math 76, 477-483. BIBLIOGRAPHY. ELEMEINTARY SCHOOL 
MATHEMATICS. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS. Articles in English from 8 journals 
up to 1976, to supplement ELEMENTARY 'TEACHER EUUCATION. #55. (J K Bidwell) 
HAMILTON )1 1976 EGYPTIAN GEOE,IETRY in the elementary classroom. Arithmetic 'Teacher 
23, 436-438. Proportion methods for square and circle in ART and GEOMETRY. #56. 
(J K Bidwell) 
READ C B & BIDWELL J K 1976 Periodical articles dealing with the history of advanced 
mathematics. School Science and Mathematics 76, 531-598, 687-703. Updating of C. 
B. Read's well known BIBLIOGRAPHY selected from English articles in 8 journals up to 
1976. HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS and UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS. tt57. (J K Bidwell) 
WHITROW MAGDA editor 1976 ISIS Cumulative Bibliography. A BIBLIOGRAPHY of the 
History of Science formed from Isis Critical Bibliographies l-90 1913-65. Volume 3. 
Subjects. London (?.fansell in conjunction with the History of Science Society) 772 
p. This volume of the INDEX covers subjects with citations arranged according to 
the current Isis bibliographies with further subdivision (yielding 36 categories 
under mathematics) but not including persons or institutions (already covered in 
Vols. I and 2) nor time or civilization related categories (e,g. the middle ages, 
modern periods of less then 3 centuries) to be covered in Vol. 4, but including 
items on two or more civilizations and on the twentieth century and the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. There is a 36 page index from specific topics to the 
classifications used in this volume. #58. 
BRAINERD JOHN G 1976 Genesis of the ENIAC. Technology and Culture 17, 482-490. 
COMPUTERS. Personal account, by the supervisor of the LNIAC project, of the pre- 
World War II work at the llOORE SCHOOL, its association with the BALLISTIC RESEARCH 
LABORATORY, and the stages leading to the contract for the construction. #59. (11 s 
Tropp) 
SMITH THOMAS I.1 1976 Project WHIRLWIND: an unorthodox development project. 
Technology and Culture 17, 447-464. Administrative history of the project from 
analog flight simulator to digital machine. Excellent example of R & D leading to a 
major step in COMPUTER development. FORRESTER J. EVERLTT R. BROWN G. DEFLORES L. 
CRAWFORD P. ONR. MIT. #6O. (H S Tropp) 
GILES, J R & WALLIS J S 1976 George Szekeres: with affectionwE;;l respect. J 
Australian Math. Sot. 21, 385-892. SZEKERES GEORGE. Biography, PORTRAITS 
(also of his wife), BIBLIOGRAPHY of his publications, contributions to'mathematics 
in AUSTRALIA. X61. (Ii S Tropp) 
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GLEISER MOLLY 1976 The curious life of Alan Turing. Computer Decisions S(S), 30-36. 
COMPUTERS. TURING ALA??. POPULARIZATION. Occasionally innacurate rehash. PORTRAIT 
(in running suit). PHOTOGRAPH of an early MANCIIESTER UNIVERSITY CONPUTER. #62. 01 
S Tropp) 
GLEISER MOLLY 1976 Lord Stanhope: a minority on one. Computer Decisions 8(9), 32, 
36, 38. Sketchy life and work of STANHOPE LORD (18th.), including brief mention of 
his invention of CALCULATING MACHINES and a LOGIC MACHINE. #63. (H S Tropp) 
ISTORIKO-MATEMATICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANIYA 1976 Volume 21. Moscow (Nauka) 356 p. 
Dedicated to YUSHKEVICH A P cofounder of the IMI on the occasion of his 70th 
birthday. 23 articles by Soviet and (in translation) by foreign authors, 
BIBLIOGRAPHY of his works, and author INDEX to I!II vol. 10-20, and name index to 
this volume. Individual articles abstracted below. #64. 
DIEUDONNE J 1976 0 progresse matematiki. In fl64, 9-21. PROGRESS. HISTORICAL 
THEORY. #65. 
CRONBIE A 1976. Ob obshchem vozdeistvii matematiki na naturfilosofiyu Zapada. In 
164, 22-50. RENAISSANCE SCIENCE. SCIENCE AND MATHENATICS. SCIENTIFIC METIIOD. 
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. PERSPECTIVE. ART AND MATHEMATICS. The Russian 
"naturfilosofiya" is not equivalent to the English "natural philosophy". #66. 
SIRAZHDINOV S KH 1976 Ob izuchenii istorii matematiki v Srednei Azii. In #64, Sl- 
60. CENTRAL ASIAN MATHEMATICS. IIISTORIOGRAPHY llISTORY. ARAB MATHEMATICS. PERSIAN 
MATHEMATICS. #67. 
BRUINS E M 1976 Uluchshenie priblizhenii v matematike vavilonyan. In #64, 61-70. 
BABYLONIAN MATHEMATICS. APPROXIMATION. RECIPROCALS. ROOTS. INTERPOLATION. #68. 
ROZHANSKAYA M M G LEVINOVA I S 1976 Ob odnoi matematicheskoi zadache v "Knige vesov 
mydrosti" al-Khazini. In #64, 71-77. KHAZINI. CENTURY 12. ARAB MATHEMATICS. 
PARTITIONS OF INTEGERS. WEIGHING PROBLEMS. BINARY NUMERATION. TRINARY NUMERATION. 
#69. 
BASIIMAKOVA I G Fr SLAVUTIN E I 1976 Ischislenie treugolnikov F. Vieta i issledovanie 
diofantovykh uravnenii. In #64, 78-101. VIETE F. Prehistory of COMPLEX INUMBERS in 
an ALGEBRA OF TRIANGLES. DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS. #70. 
ROZENFELD B A 1976 Vectory i psevdovektory Vieta i ikh rol v sozdanii analitichesoi 
geometrii. In #64, 102-109. VIETE F. His influence on FERMAT P. ANALYTIC 
GEOMETRY. VECTORS. U71. 
MELNIKOV I C 1976 I voprosy ob eulerovskom opredelenii udobnykh chisel. In #64, 
110-112. EULER L. IDONEAL NUMBERS. MATHEMATICAL MISTAKES of HOLZER L and TROST E. 
DICKSON L E. #72. 
NOVY L 1976 Universalnaya algebra u Silvestra i Uaitkheda. In #64, 113-128. 
SYLVESTER J J. WHITEHEAD A N. UNIVERSAL ALGEBM. #73. 
SHIROKOV V S 1976 0 "Knige vychislenii" Richarda Suiseta. In U64, 129-142. SUISET 
RICHARD. His "Liber calculationurn". CENTURY 15. 874. 
COSTABEL P1976 Izobretenie Khristianan Gyuigensom tsikloidalnogo mayatnika i remeslo 
matematika. In #64, 143-149. liUYGENS C. CYCLOIDAL PENDULUM. PROFESSION OF 
MATHEMATICS. #75. 
FELLMANN, E. A. 1976 0 zamechanii G. V. Leibnitsa po povodu odnoi teoremy v 
"Matematicheskikh nachalakh naturalnoi filosophii" Nyutona. In #64. 150-157. 
LEIBNIZ G W. NEWTON I. MINIMUM RESISTENCE. SURFACE OF REVOLUTION OF MINIMAL 
RESISTENCE. Marginal notes of Leibniz in Newton's Principia. MANUSCRIPTS. 
PHOTOGRAPHS. #76. 
DEMIDOV S S 1976 0 ponyatii resheniya differentsialnykh uravnenii s chastnymi 
proizvodnymi v spore o kolebanii struny v XVIII veke. In 864, 158-182. VIBRATING 
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STRING. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. CENTURY 18. Different concepts of solution 
in EULER L and D'ALEMBERT J. 177. 
POLISHCHUK E M 1976 Vito Volterra. In #64, 183-213. VOLTERRA V. General survey of 
his life, It78. 
VAN DER WAERDEN B L 1976 Perepiska mezhdu Paskalem i Ferma po voprosam tcorii 
veroyatnostei. In #64, 228-232. LETTERS. FERMAT P. PASCAL B. Reconsideration of 
historical tradition on the point of view of CHEVALIER DE MERE in his problems of 
the PROBABILITY of play. #79. 
MAISTROV L .E 1976 MV Lomonosov i "Arifmetika" L F Magnitskogo. In lf64, 233-239. 
Casts doubt on the traditional claims of the influence on LOMONOSOV M V of the 
Arithmetic of MACNITSKII L F. #SO. 
TATON R 1976 Khronologicheskoe opisanie rabot A Klero. In #64, 240-260. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY of work of CLAIRAUT A in order of publication, with indexes by time of 
presentation and subject, and description of main ARCHIVES of MANUSCRIPTS, and list 
of published LETTERS. #81. 
BIERMANN K-R 1976 Gauss i GBte. In #64, 261-172. GAUSS C F. GOETHE J W. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. #82. 
OZHICOVA E P 1976 0 nauchnykh svyazyakh Caussa s Peterburgskoi Akademiei nauk. In 
Y64, 273-284. GAUSS C F. PETERSBURG ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. RUSSIA. CENTURY 19. 
Y83. 
GAUSS C F & OZHIGOVA E P editor 1976 Poyasnenie vosmozhnosti postroeniya 
semnadtsatiugolnika. In #64, 285-291. A MANUSCRIPT in the archive of the USSR 
Academy of a LETTER from GAUSS C F to the Leningrad Academy explaining the 
SEVENTEEN-GON CONSTRUCTION. With commentary by the editor. X84. 
WINTER E 1976 Teoriya i praktika v perepiske Chirngauza s Kirkhom. In lt64, 292-298. 
Ten LETTERS between TSCHIRNHAUS E IV and KIRCH G. with commentary. TIIEORY AND 
PRACTICE. #85. 
YUSHKEVICH A P 1976 Spisok opublikovannykh rabot. In #64, 312-327. BIBLIOGRAPHY of 
YIJSHKEVICH A P, 219 papers and books, 23 editions of slassics, edited works, 
translations, commentaries, etc., 46 reviews, 5 secondary sources about him, 7 
reviews of his work. See also HM 3, 273-278 for a selected list. #86. 
KLINE MORRIS 1976 Carl B. Bayer--In memorian. HM 3, 387-396. Biography, tribute to 
BOYER CARL B followed by CHRONOLOGY. #87. 
CROWE MICHAEL 3 1976 BIBLIOGRAPHY of the writings of BOYER CARL B. HM 3, 397-401. 
#88. 
HOGAN EDWARD R 1976 George Baron and the HATHEMATICAL CORRESPONDENT. I!M 3, 403-415. 
USA. CENIURY 19. JOURNALS. BARON GEORGE. #89. 
POWELL MARVIN A JR 1976 'The antecedents of Old Babylonian PLACE NOTATION and the 
early history of BABYLONIAN MATIIEMATICS. IIM 3, 417-439. NUMERATION. Argues for an 
earlier origin than has been claimed previously. #90. 
AUJAC GERMAINE 1976 Spherique et spheropee en Grece Ancienne. HM 3, 441-447. GREEK 
MATHEMATICS. GEOGRAPHY. COSMOLOGY. SPHERES. MECHANICS. 191. 
JENTSCH WERNER 1976 Uber ein Hallenser manuskript dcr dissertation George Cantors. 
HM 3, 449462. The MANUSCRIPT of the thesis of CANTOR GEORGE (on QUADRATIC 
DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS) with commentary. 1192. 
BOS H J PI 1976 History of mathematics in the mathematics curriculum at UTRECIIT 
UNIVERSITY. HM 3, 473-476. IIISTORY IN >IATHEMATICS EDUCATION. #93. 
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CAMPBELL PAUL J 1976 An experimental course on AFRICAN MATtIEMATICS. HM 3, 477-478. 
EDUCATION IN HISTORY OF >!ATIIEHATICS. 194.' 
MPTEV B L 1976 Nikolai Ivanovich Lobachevskii. K lSO-letiyu geometrii 
Lobachevskogo 1826-1976. Kazan (Izd. Kaz. Univ.) 135 p. Life and work in science, 
education, and administration of LOBACHEVSKII N I. Discovery and development of 
NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY. PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS. FORTRAITS. PHOTOGRAPHS. #95. 
SMITH A MARK 1976 Galileo's theory of INDIVISIBLES: revolution or compromise? J 
for the Hist of Ideas 37, 571-588. Analysis of the GEOMETRY of GALILEO in The Two 
New Sciences indicates a compromise between the CONTINUUM concept and metaphysics in 
the tradition of ARISTOTLE. t96. (C V Jones) 
SEIDENBERG A 1976 km, a widespread root for ten. Archive for Hist of Exact Sciences 
16(l), l-IG. PREHISTORIC MATHEMATICS. Seidenberg's familiar DIFFUSION HYPOTHESIS , 
this time suppported by the appearance of "km" in words for ten in various 
languages. #97. 
HAMBURG ROBIN RIDER 1976 The theory of equations in the 18th century: the work of 
Joseph Lagrange. Archive for llist of Exact Sciences 16(l), 17-36. ALGEBRAIC 
EQUATIONS. LAGRANGE J. CENTURY 18. 898. 
WSIIKEVIC~I A P (Youschkevitch) 1976 The concept of function up to the middle of the 
19th century. Archive for Hist of Exact Sciences lG(l), 37-85. Overview of history 
of the FUNCTION CONCEPT with critical SURVEY of previous historical work and a 
BIBLIOGRAPIIY. ff99. 
EISENHART CHURCHILL 1975 A supplementary list of publications of S S Wilks. Amer 
Statistician 29, 25-27. Additions (31) to the BIBLIOGRAPHY of WILKS S&lUEL STANLEY 
( ANDERSON T IV 1965 Annals of Math Statistics 36, l-27). Eisenhart mentions the 
occasional confusion in the Science Citation Index (which uses only initials) of 
this Wilks with his brother WILKS SYRREL SINGELTON. #loo. (H s Tropp) . 
WILDER R L 1976 Robert Lee Moore, 1882-1974. Bull I\mer Hath Sot 82, 417-427. 
EDUCATION. !IOORE METHOD. STRUCTURES. GENERAL TOPOLOGY. Biography and 
BIBLIOGRAPIIY. #lOI. (D E Kullman) 
f1ACLANE SAUNDERS 1976 TOPOLOGY and LOGIC as a source of ALGEBRA. Bull Amer Math Sot 
82, l-40. Retiring presidential address. SURVEY. ~IOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA. COII@1OLOGY 
OF GROUPS. P-ADIC FIELDS. CATEGORY TIIEORY. BIBLIOGRAPIIY. t102. 
ZABELL SANDY L 1976 Letter to the editor. Fibonacci Quarterly 14, 28. JOSEPHUS 
PRoBLEFI. RECREATIONAL ~IATIIE~IATICS. #103. (D I; Kullman) 
WEIL AMIRE 1972 L'oeuvre nathematique de Dclsarte. L'tnseignement math IS, 115-140. 
DELSARTE JELV. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. HILBERT SPACES. LINEAR OPERATORS. GROUPS. 
Biography and BIBLIOGRAPHY. #104. (D E Kullman) 
SCIIWARTZ LAURENT 1972 Jean Delsarte. L'Enseignement math lS, 113. DELSARTE JEAN. 
Obituary. t105. (0 E hullman) 
ECKMAN BEN0 1972 Zum Cedenken an Heinz Iiopf. L'Enseigncment math 18, 105-112. 
HOPI: lIEIN obituary, #lD6. (I) E Kullman) 
DRESS FRANCOIS 1972 Theorie additive des nombres, probleme de Waring at theoreme de 
Hilbert. L'Enseienement math 18. 175-190. 301-362 (errata). ADDITIVE NUMBER 
TIIEORY. WARING “PRODLEN. }IILBfiT TtlEOREti. SUM OF‘POWERS~~F INTEGERS. SURVEY. 
CCNTURY 17. CENTURY 18. CENTURY 19. CENTURY 20. 8107. (I) E Kullman) 
BRELOT N 1972 Les ctapes et les aspects multiples dc la theorie du potential, 
L'Enseienement math 18. l-36. 
periods'; 
POTtNTIAL TIIEORY. PHYSICS. BIBLIOGRAPIIY. Four 
great probl;ms of the CENTURY 19; consolidation in the early CENTURY 20 
using ME.4SURE TIIEORY; revival related to TOPOLOGY 1940-1955; CURRENT IlISTORY 
involving topology, AXIOMATTICS, PROBABILITY. lt108. (D E Kullman) 
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WEIL ANDRE 1974 Sure les sommes de trois et quatre carres. L'Enseignement math 20, 
215-222. SlB4S OF SQUARES OF INTEGERS. JACOBI C G J. DIRICHLET P G L. KRONECKER 
L. #109. (D E Kullman) 
WEIL ANDRE 1974 La cyclotomie jadis et naguere. L'Enseignement math 20, 247-263, 
CYCLOTOMY. CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS. GAUSS SUMS. GAUSS C F. JACOBI C G J. EISENSTEIN F 
G. KUM!4ER E E. STICKELBERGER L. ff110. (D E Kullman) 
SHEMETKOV L A 1975 Two directions in the developement of the theory of NONSIMPLE 
FINITE GROUPS. Kuss !fath Surveys 30(2), 185-206. SYLOW P L M. SYLOW THEOREM and 
generalizations. Theory of FORMATIONS. BIBLIOGRAPHY. #ill. (D E Kullman) 
EGOROV YU B 1975 SUBELLIPTIC OPERATORS. Russ ?lath Surveys 30(2), 59-118. SURVEY. 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
CURRENT HISTORY. #112. (D E Kullman) 
VULIKH B Z et al 1975 Sergei Mikhailovich Lozinskii (on his sixtieth birthday). 
Russ Math Surveys 30(2), 207-213. LOZINSKII S M. Biography & BIBLIOGRAPHY. REAL 
ANALYSIS. FOURIER SERIES. ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, NUMERICAL METHODS. 
ESTIMATION. LINEAR ALGEBRA. #113. (D E Kullman) 
ALEKSANDROV P S et al 1975 Samarii Aleksandrovich Gal'pern (on his seventieth 
birthday). Russ Hath Surveys 30(l), 203-208. GALPERN S A. Biography with 
BIBLIOGRAPIIY. PARTIAL DIFFEPENTIAL EQUATIONS. OVERDETERMINED SYSTEMS, CAUCHY 
PROBLEM. #114. (D E Kullman) 
BARON S A et al 1975 Gunnar Fromholdovich Kangro (on his sixtieth birthday). Russ 
Math Surveys 30(l), 209-215. I(ILUGRO G F. Biography with BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
SUMMABILITY. #115. (D E Kullman) 
?IAYES VIVIENNE 1976 Lee Larch at Fisk: a tribute. Amer >4ath !40 83, 708-711. A 
former student's enccmium to the inspirational personal impact of LORCH LEE on his 
students and teaching at FISK UNIVERSITY, where he was chairman of mathematics 1950- 
1955. Brief statements by students and colleagues. Information is included on his 
assistance to BLACK ~lATIIEMATICIA..S and his efforts against RACISM, but the 
persecution he suffered is not described. #116. (II S Tropp and the editor) 
SWERDLOW NOEL N 1975 The PLANETARY THEORY of Francois Viete. 1. The fundamental 
planetary models. Journal for the Hist of Astronomy 6, 185-208. SOLAR SYSTEM. 
MANUSCRIPTS. VIETE F. GEOMETRY. "The treatise probably had no influence whatever 
on the development of astronomy, yet is is just as probable that the Ad harmonicon 
contains the most original and ingenious mathematical treatement of planetary theory 
before Kepler..." #117. 
ECCARIUS W 1976 August Leopold Crelle als Herausgeber wissenschaftlicher 
Fachzeitschriften. Annals of Science 33, 229-261. CRELLE A L. JOURNALS. 
PORTPAIT. QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN HISTORY. #118. 
VAN DER WAERDEN B L 1976 Defense of a "shocking" point of view. Archive for Hist of 
Exact Sciences 15(3), 199-210. GREEK ‘IATHEMATICS. Defense against URGURU S of the 
accepted view of GEMETRIC ALGEBRA of the Greeks as BABYLONIAN ALGEBRAand GREEK 
ALGEBRA in geometric form. #119. 
CALINGER RONALD 1376 Euler's "Letters to a Princess of Germany" as an expression of 
his mature scientific outlook. Archive for Hist of Exact Sciences 15(3), 210-233. 
EULER L. PIIILOS0PHY OF SCIENCE. #12O. 
CONTRO WALTER S 1976 Von Pasch zu liilbert. Archive for Hist of Exact Sciences 
15(3), 283-295. GEOMETRY FOUNDATIONS. CEXIIJRY 19. PASCH $4. Up to but not 
including IIilbert. t121. 
RESTPEP GUILLERLX) 1975 Marco conceptual par el desarrollo de las Matematicas en 
COLOMBIA. Boletin de matematicas (Bogota) 9(4-6), 298-309. #122. 
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WET2 FRANK 1975 Revision CIIINA de las Matcmaticas de acuerdo con las enscnanzas de 
MAO TSE TUNG. Boletin de matematicas 9(4-6), 310-318. CURRENT IIISTORY. Reprint 
from 1971 Mathematics Teacher 64, 615-619. #123. 
KNORR WILBUR II 1976 ARCllIblEDLS and the measurement of the circle: a new 
interpretation. Archive for llist of Exact Sciences 15(2), 115-140. GREEK 
P1ATIIEMTICS. Argues that Archimedes found bounds for PI twenty times more accurate 
than previously thought, concluding that the Creeks had much greater skill in 
COMPUTATIONS (what the Greeks called LOGISTIC) than tradition allows. #124. 
DETLEFSEN MICHAEL & LRLANDSON DOUGLAS K f, liESTON J CLARK 4 YOUNG CHARLES $1 1976 
COMPUTATION with ROMAN NUMERALS. Archive for IList of Lxact Sciences 15(2), 141-148. 
ARITIIIETIC. Argues against the notion that this was so difficult, t125. 
DUGAC PIERRE 1976 Notes et documents sur la vie et l'oeuvre dc Rene Baire. Archive 
for llist of Exact Sciences 15(4), 298-383. BAIRE RCilE. REAL ANALYSIS. 
CIIRONOLOGY. Analysis of individual works. Biography. LETTERS. >lANUSCRIPTS. 
RIBLIOGRAPHY (136 items). #126. 
PAUL liARRY W 1976 Scholarship and ideology: the Chair of the General liistory of 
Science at the College dc France, 1892-1913. Isis 67(238), 376-397. TANNERY PAUL. 
COLLEGE DB FRANCE. HISTORIOGRAPHY ItISTORY. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE. FRANCE. 
CENTURY 19. CENTURY 2ll. SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE. #127. 
DRAKE STILL\M 1976 I:'as Simon 'layr Galileo's "ancient adversary" in 1607? Isis 
67(238), 456-459. !IAYR SIIlON. GALILEO. CALCULATING INSTRUMENTS. MATHEMATICAL 
INSTRLMENTS. PLAGIARIM. CAPRA GALDESSAR. H128. 
HONDA KIN-YA 1976 Teija Takagi: a biography on the 100th anniversary of his birth. 
Commentariorum Math Univ Sancti Pauli 24(2), 141-167. Biography of TAKAGI TEIJA 
(1875-196D), first mathematician from JAPAN to achieve international status, 
primarily for work in CLASS FIELD THEORY. Includes material by TAUSSKY-TODD OLGA, 
who met him in Vienna in 1932. PORTRAITS. #129. (II S Tropp) 
NITSCtIE J C C 1975 Vorlesungen Uber :linimalfllchen. Berlin (Springer-Verlag). 
Yellow Series No. 199. Encyclopedic SURVEY of !,IINIPIAL SURFACES and the PLATEAU 
PROBLEM. BIBLIOGRAPHY (56 pages). See review by II Osserman in 1976 Bull Amer Math 
Sot 82, 703-707. 8130. (ti S Tropp) 
YASAKI EDWARD K 1976 Fragments of computer history. Datamation 22(9), 131, 134-135. 
COMPUTERS. COMPUTER SCIENCE. Report on the International Research Conference on 
llistory of Computing at Los Alambs in June 1976. Includes brief account of remarks 
by RANDALL B. WILKES XI. EVERETT R. PORTRAITS. #131. (H S Tropp) 
EWING J H f, GUSTAFSON W H & IIALMOS I' R G EIOOLCAVKAR S H Fr WHEELER IV Ii G ZIEMER W P 
1976 American mathematics from 1940 to day before yesterday. Amor :,lath Flo 83, 503- 
516. CURRENT MSTORY. Ten major milestones (in the writers' opinions): CONTINUUM 
HYPOTHESIS. COHEN P. CODEL K. DIOPUANTINE EQUATIONS. HILBERT PROBLEM 10. 
SINGULARITIES. HIRONAKA H. EQUATIONS IN FINITE FIELDS. WEIL A. DELIGNE P. LIE 
GROUPS. GLEASON A. MONTGOMCRY I). ZIrPIN L. POINCARE CONJECTURE. SMALE S. 
STALLINGS J. ZEEMAN E. EXOTIC SPHERES. !IILNI)R J. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
EIIRENPREIS L. MALGRANCE B. HOWANDER L. ATIYAII-SINGER INDEX THEOREM. Brief 
bibliographies. An expurgated version was given by llalmos at the winter 1976 
meeting of the M.A.A. in San Antonio. #132. (Ii S Tropp) 
RAIMI MPII A 1976 The first digit problem. Amer !slath !!o 83, 521-538. DIGIT 
PROBLEhlS. SIGNIFICANT DIGITS. PHILOSOPllY OF hlATHEMATICS. PROBABILITY. 
STATISTICS. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS. Chronological BIBLIOGRAPHY from 1881 to the 
present. # 133. (H S Tropp) 
ROGERS LEO F 1976 The history of mathematics and its implications for teaching. 
Masters Thesis, University of Leicester. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS IN EDUCATION. 
Argues that the sterility arising from overly abstract or overly utilitarian 
approaches may be corrected by introducing "the historical-evolutionary dialectic," 
and explores various aspects of the problem. #134. (Based on autoabstract) 
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BROWDER FELIX L 1976 Does pure mathematics have a relation to the sciences? 
American Scientist 64, 542-549. ROLE OF IIATHEHATICS. NATURE OF MATHEMATICS. PURE 
AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS. ~IATI~FIATICS POLICY. "Far from being an esoteric variety 
of metaphysics, pure mathematics has had and will continue to have a strong and 
naturally rooted interaction with the sciences." u135. 
ALSON J & WEISKITTEL 11 1974 Report on the papers of Professor Sydney Chapman, FRS 
(1888-1970) deposited in the BODLEIAN LIBRARY, Oxford with memorandum on the 
location of other papers. Reproduced for the Contemporary Scientific Archives 
Centre by the Royal Commission on lristorical Manuscripts, Quality House, Qaulity 
Court, Chancery Lane, London WC2A 11lP. Uuplicated typescript, 4 p. CHAPMAN 
SYDNEY. ARCHIVES. !lANUSCRIPTS. Includes a chronology of his career, One of many 
brief reports of this kind produced by the same organization, but not widely 
published or easily obtainable. #136. 
JAIN L C 1976 !<lathematical foundations of Jaina karma system. In Bhagwan Mahavira 
and his Relevance in Modern 'Times, Bikaner, 132-150. JAINA HATHEMATICS. INDIAN 
blATlIE!IATICS. H137. 
JAIN L C 1976 'The principle of RELATIVITY in the Jaina School of Mathematics. 
Tirthankar 2(l), 13-20. JAINA MATHEMATICS. INDIAN NATHEMATICS. #138. 
GRIGORYAN A T B FRADLIN B N 1976 Iz istorii razvitiya negolonomnoi mekhaniki v 
kontse 19 stoletiya. In #64, 214-227. NONllOLONOMIC MECHANICS. CENTURY 19. 
NONINTEGRABLE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Chronological and topical SURVEY of work of 
many researches with summary and appraisal of results in the light of CURREINT 
IIISTORY. #139. 
RIBENBOI~! P 1976 The early history of Permat's last theorem. The Math Intelligencer 
11, 7-21. FEWIAT LAST TIIEOREM. #140. 
GOLDBERG JULIUS G & VOGEL1 BRUCE R 1976 A decade of reform in Soviet school 
mathematics. Newsletter Conference Board of the Math Sciences 11(4), 49-52. USSR. 
SECONDARY EDUCATION. EDUCATION REFORM. CURRENT IIISTORY. #141. 
JEWETT JOJW 1376 The 1975-76 CBMS undergraduate survey. Newsletter Conference Board 
of the Math Sciences 11(4), 54-55. USA. UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION. CURRENT HISTORY. 
#142. 
MERETZ WOLFGANG 1976 Standortnachweise der Urucke und Autographen von Heinrich 
Schreyber ( = Grammateus, vor 1496 bis 1525), Christoff Rudolff (1500? bis 1545?) 
und Tdichael Stifel (1487? bis 1567). Arch f. Gesch. des Buchwesens 16(2), 319-338. 
LIBRARIES. ARCHIVES. MANUSCRIPTS. SCHREYBER H. (= GP.AMMATEUS). RUDOLFF C. STIFEL 
Y . ALGEBRA. ARITIMETIC. List of locations. n143. 
GRIGORYAN A T 8 FRADLIN B I 1976 Prinos Z. Haraka k rozvoji analyticke mechaniky. 
Dejiny ved a techniky 3, 129-144. Czech with English and Russian summaries. I IORAK 
2. ANALYTIC MEQIANICS. NONtlOLONO"IIC DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY. TENSOR METHODS, 
NONHOLONOMIC :IECWILUICS. #144. 
FOLTA JAROSLAV 1973 Dynamismus rozvoje vedecke zakladny v samostatnem 
ceskoslovensku. Prace z dejin prirodnich ved 4, 127-151. QUANTITATIVE MEMODS IN 
HISTORY. A paper at a conference on the development of modem science in 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. #145. 
BRYDEN D .J 1976 Scotland's earliest surviving calculating device: Robert 
Davenport's circles of proportion of C. 1650. Scottish Hist Rev 55(1)(159), 54-60. 
SCOTLAND. CENTURY 17. CALCULATING INSTRUMENTS. CIRCULAR SLIDE RULES. t146. 
GUPTA RADHA CHARAN 1976 SINE of eighteen degrees in India up to the eighteenth 
century. Indian J of Hist of Sci 11(l), l-10. SINE FUNCTION. INDIAN MATHEMATICS. 
n147. 
BAG A K 1976 Fladhava's sine and cosine series. Indian J of Hist of Sci 11(l). 54- 
57. CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS. SERIES. INDIAN :&%THEMATICS. #148. 
